ACK 2 PLS
READ UD01 AND 2 1 IS AC NSC
OK GA

MTAG02.
RR INCL 23262
DE RJUIDF 37
R 12S0112
FM OSD WASHDC
TO ZEN/SECRETARY OF THE AF WASHDC-
INFO ZEN/COMPTROLLER PT HAGU
ZEN/CINCPACFLT PEARL HARBOR TN
ZEN/COMPTM WASHDC
ZEN/COMARDC ANDREWS AFB MD
RJUIDF/COMAR AFBMD ARDC INGLEWOOD CALIF-
BT
/X-E-C-B-E-Y/DEF 031228 FROM OSD/ARPA SOD ROY V JOHNSON.
DEF COMAR AFBMD ARDC, BTG 1025593 NOV 58 /HOTAL/ SMLN
DEF PACHISAN BTG 1000302 DEC 58 /HOTAL/ SMLN COMETS BTG
S116452 DEC 1958 /HOTAL/.
REFERENCE ARPA ORDER NO 48-59, REQUEST SECRETARY AIR FORCE DETERMINE
REQUIREMENTS FOR RECOVERY VESSELS IN DISCOVERER PROGRAM AND TAKE
ACTION TO EXTENT NEEDED IN RESPONSE TO REFERENCED NSCS.
BT
13/00536 JAN RJUIDF

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS;
DECLASIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS.
DOD DIR 5200.10